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June Monthly 

<<Total Sales>> 

The total sales for June recorded a growth of 9.8%, amounting to 1,487,193 thousand yen. 

 

<<KeePer LABOperation Segment (B-to-C)>> 

In June, we opened 7 new stores (Musashi Murayama, Kakamigahara, Akita Minami, Yoga, Isesaki, Higashi-Omiya, 

and Fussa), bringing the total number of directly managed stores to 107 (+12 stores yoy). 

 

Sales at all 107 directly managed stores (excluding the temporarily closed Itabashi store) increased by 10.9% to 

801,216 thousand yen compared to the same month last year when we had 95 directly managed stores. Sales 

at the existing 95 stores also saw a growth of 6.3% to 768,436 thousand yen. 

 

It's important to note that the June results of the previous year were exceptionally strong, with a 52.3% increase 

overall, primarily due to the positive response to the "Cambria Palace" broadcast at the end of the previous month. 

Therefore, the comparatively slower growth in sales for June this year indicates that we are still maintaining a 

strong and steady growth trajectory. 

 

We observed a notable increase in installations of high-value-added products and a rise in customer visits to our 



stores. Specifically, EX KeePer, our most high-value-added product, experienced the highest growth among all the 

KeePer coatings, with a 29% increase in applications.  

 

Despite the rainy season, weekends had relatively favorable weather conditions compared to May, resulting in a 

decent number of customers visiting our stores for car washes. Additionally, the effects of our TV commercials, 

which commenced in April, are gradually yielding results, leading to an increase in new customers visiting our 

stores. Consequently, the number of visits at existing stores also rose by 5%. 

 

The Ariake LABO store achieved remarkable sales of 9,063,000 yen in the month following its opening. This 

success indicates the immense potential of our new KeePer LABO concept, which operates independently within 

car dealership buildings. We anticipate a rapid acceleration of our involvement with the car dealership industry in 

the future. 

 

When it comes to the number of units of each KeePer coating applied, EX KeePer continued to exhibit the highest 

growth rate among all the coatings, with 952 units (up 29%) applied to new cars.  

 

The Diamond KeePer series also saw an increase in applications, particularly from customers who decided to 

refresh their current cars or purchase used cars, totaling 3,857 units (up 13%).  

 

The number of Crystal KeePers alone was 4,531 (down 29%), but when combined with Fresh KeePers, which 

have the same durability period, the total reached 6,256, reflecting a 2% decrease from the previous year. This 



decline can be attributed to the significant increase in Crystal KeePers installations during the previous year (57% 

increase), as Crystal KeePers were prominently featured in the aforementioned "Cambria Palace" campaign.  

 

The maintenance category for each KeePer coating witnessed an 8% increase.  

 

As a result, the average unit price reached 17,041 yen/unit (up 2.4% from the previous year), driven by the 8% 

rise in customer visits and the strong demand for high-performance coatings, particularly EX KeePer. Despite the 

addition of 7 new stores, our man-hour productivity remained at an appropriate level, with 6,761 yen/hour. 

 

<<KeePer Products Related Segment (B-to-B)>> 

In June, sales in the KeePer products related segment witnessed a growth of 8.8%, reaching 685,976 thousand 

yen. However, similar to the LeePer LABO Operation segment, the growth was relatively stagnant due to the 

impact of the "Cambria Palace" broadcast on May 26 2022, as well as a rush demand from certain petroleum 

wholesalers before our product price hikes. Despite these challenges, the business performance was satisfactory, 

with a 35.5% increase compared to the performance of the previous two years. 

 

The “Fresh KeePer" product continues to perform well, and combined with the rainy season in June, the concept 

of "when it rains, the car looks as good as if it had been washed” appears to be appealing to customers. 

Furthermore, the commercials launched in April have been effective in facilitating conversations with customers 

at PRO SHOP stores, generating significant customer interest in our products, which has been well received by 

store staff. 



 

The preliminary round of the "2023 KeePer Technical Contest," which commenced in April, has witnessed great 

excitement, with a record number of over 3,600 PRO SHOP participants. The confidence in their technical skills 

has led to increased installations at PRO SHOP stores. 

 

In the new car market, KeePer is steadily establishing its presence, and the number of vehicles with KeePer 

installations is on the rise. Particularly, "EX KeePer" and "Eco Diamond," launched for Honda dealers, have received 

positive reception due to our product advantages and high recognition, leading to a steady increase in the number 

of orders received.  

 

We anticipate a significant surge in coating applications as soon as customers, who have already placed orders 

for KeePer coatings, start receiving their vehicles.  

 

We will continue to focus on enhancing coating penetrations at new car dealerships of "Toyota" and "SUBARU," 

where Keeper has been introduced, while actively promoting new adoption activities. 

 

We are further solidifying our strategy for international expansion, and our plans are gradually materializing. We 

will persistently expand our growth opportunities while maintaining a steady pace. We are also actively preparing 

for sales in sectors beyond automotive coatings.  
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